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Abstract Kylie Doehring Tuvy Do
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1. Pandas dataframe
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2. Dr. Yik Hei Sung Interview Questions
a. How long have you been working in this field?

b. Do you know of any regulations on the illegal animal trade that seem to be
working in Hong Kong?

c. How would you rate the effectiveness of the current regulations in Hong Kong of
mitigating the illegal animal trade?
i. What do you think would be the best ways to improve these regulations?
ii. Are there other methods that you believe would be more effective than

regulations? If so, what are they?

d. Do you think regulations should focus more on online trading or in-person
trading?

e. Based on your prior research done on the online illegal animal trade, in your
opinion, what are some of the drivers for people purchasing these pets?
i. Are more illegal animals sold online?
ii. What are some of the major platforms for online trading?

1. Do many of these platforms state the specific type of turtles that
are being sold?

f. Do you know what the demographic of the online purchasers is?
i. What is the general preference of this demographic
ii. Do you believe the demographic of online buyers and in person buyers is

different or the same?
1. If so, what is the difference between the two demographics

a. Do you know what the in person buyer demographic is?
2. Do you know the preference for the in person demographic?

g. Do you know what the most illegally traded animals in Hong Kong are?
i. Do you know of any that are kept as pets?

h. What are some of the negative impacts of invasive species on Hong Kong’s
environment?
i. Are there impacts that may eventually affect the public if these issues are

not addressed?

i. What are some of the key invasive species in Hong Kong’s environment?
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i. Have there been any actions taken to remove/reduce the population of the
invasive species?

ii. What are some of your recommendations about handling the invasive
species present in Hong Kong

iii. What are some species that you believe may become invasive in the
future?

1. Do you believe that these species will be harmful to Hong Kong’s
environment?
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3. Dr. Gary Ades Interview Questions
a. How long have you been working in this field?

b. Do you know of any regulations on the illegal animal trade that seem to be
working in Hong Kong?

c. How would you rate the effectiveness of the current regulations in Hong Kong of
mitigating the illegal animal trade?
i. What do you think would be the best ways to improve these regulations?
ii. Are there other methods that you believe would be more effective than

regulations? If so, what are they?

d. Do you think regulations should focus more on online trading or in-person
trading?

e. Based on your prior research done on the online illegal animal trade, in your
opinion, what are some of the drivers for people purchasing these pets?
i. Are more illegal animals sold online?
ii. What are some of the major platforms for online trading?

1. Do many of these platforms state the specific type of turtles that
are being sold?

f. Do you know what the demographic of the online purchasers is?
i. What is the general preference of this demographic
ii. Do you believe the demographic of online buyers and in person buyers is

different or the same?
1. If so, what is the difference between the two demographics

a. Do you know what the in person buyer demographic is?
2. Do you know the preference for the in person demographic?

g. Do you know what the most illegally traded animals in Hong Kong are?
i. Do you know of any that are kept as pets?

h. What are some of the negative impacts of invasive species on Hong Kong’s
environment?
i. Are there impacts that may eventually affect the public if these issues are

not addressed?

i. What are some of the key invasive species in Hong Kong’s environment?
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i. Have there been any actions taken to remove/reduce the population of the
invasive species?

ii. What are some of your recommendations about handling the invasive
species present in Hong Kong

iii. What are some species that you believe may become invasive in the
future?

1. Do you believe that these species will be harmful to Hong Kong’s
environment?
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4. Dr. Gail Cochrane Interview Questions

a. How long have you been working in this field?
b. How often do you treat exotic pets?

i. What kinds of exotic pets have you treated?
c. What kinds of injuries do these animals need treated?
d. What are some of the potential health risks when owning reptiles such as turtles,

iguanas, and lizards?
i. What are the potential diseases that turtles, iguanas, and lizards can carry?

i. Can these diseases be easily transferred to humans?
ii. What are some of the precautions to prevent diseases affecting the

owners?
iii. Are there treatments for those diseases/injuries?

1. Can these diseases be fatal?
ii. What are the treatments for physical injuries caused by pets?

i. Can some of the injuries cause infection?
e. Do owners seem knowledgeable enough to care for these pets? Do they usually

have the correct resources to properly care for them?
i. Are there any misconceptions about taking care of exotic animals?

(experience and housing, etc)
ii. How much space do some of these animals need?

f. What are some of the effects of inadequate care for animals?
i. Can inadequate care affect the temperament of the animal?
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5. Top ten list of the trafficked animals from the United States to Hong Kong and their
IUCN Red List classification
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6. Number of turtle sales by different demographics

Note: The location of the observations are not stated to maintain the stores’ anonymity.
These observations were conducted from 4-5 PM.
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7. Number of people accompanying the turtle purchaser
Note: The number of people accompanying the purchaser that exited the store with the
purchase of at least one turtle is sorted by the estimated age group of the person
accompanying the purchaser.

Note: The location of the observations are not stated to maintain the stores’ anonymity.
These observations were conducted from 4-5 PM.
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8. Number of sales made by different demographics with the number of children with
the purchaser
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9. QR code to handbook

PDF Link:
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFZTTDeupU/GCByjpmo0rXnidLLftgVzg/view?utm_
content=DAFZTTDeupU&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_sourc
e=sharebutton

https://www.canva.com/design/DAFZTTDeupU/GCByjpmo0rXnidLLftgVzg/view?utm_content=DAFZTTDeupU&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFZTTDeupU/GCByjpmo0rXnidLLftgVzg/view?utm_content=DAFZTTDeupU&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton
https://www.canva.com/design/DAFZTTDeupU/GCByjpmo0rXnidLLftgVzg/view?utm_content=DAFZTTDeupU&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton
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10. Story draft
A Pet’s Journey

Once there were turtles living in a swamp
Waiting for their prey, they suddenly heard thwomp!
Out of nowhere came a net!
They were scooped up by a man they never met

From the net, they were dumped into a little box
The man who had caught them drove faster than a fox
In the car the turtles had very little water
The man paid no mind, and his speed never faltered

To a warehouse the man went
Where shipping turtles was convenient
Onto a table the turtles were shaked
To their shells their legs were taped

The poor turtles couldn’t move
Animal lovers would not approve
The man put the turtles in the post
The turtles were sent to another coast

But the man still wasn’t satisfied
So he took his car for another ride
He was looking for iguanas that were green
And what he did to them was oh so mean

He stuffed each iguana in a water bottle
He wasn’t kind, he didn't coddle
Other iguanas were put into black socks
The stuffed iguanas were packed into a postage box

To Hong Kong the animals were sent
But to this place they never before went
They belonged in their habitats back home
They missed where they could happily roam

The man is working in the illegal pet trade
The man sold turtles and iguanas to get paid
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The turtles and iguanas didn’t feel very well
Some of the turtles had cracks in their shells

The animals were taken from their families
And sent to pet stores so unhappily

These turtles and iguanas were hurt in the process of being shipped to pet stores as part of the
illegal pet trade. These animals are often sent through the post where they do not have enough
food or water. Some of these animals do not have big populations in the wild so it is bad to take
them from their habitats. This is why it is important to research what pet you are going to get
because you do not know where it came from or how they got to the pet store.
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11. Raw observation data of pet store sales


